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Turn up the heat and slip into something comfortableâ€¦There's never a dull moment for the

residents of Beaumont, South Carolina. Lately, a heat wave's spiked the mercuryâ€•and everyone's

sex drive. When newspaper owner Jamie Swift runs into millionaire playboy Max Holt, it's all she

can do not to tear his clothes offâ€•and the feeling is mutual. But trouble seems to follow Max like

moths to a flame, and Jamie suspects he's all wrong for her. Meanwhile, the lingerie shop is having

a sale on edible underwear, the bakery's selling aphrodisiac-laced brownies and x-rated birthday

cakes, and even Jamie's dog is dodging passes from an amorous French poodle! But when

someone starts bumping off some of the town's more annoying citizens, all clues lead straight to the

new personals section in Jamie's newspaper. Pretty soon, things are getting hot and heavy, as Max

and Jamie start uncovering secretsâ€¦and undressing each other.Fast-paced action, steamy sex,

suspense, and lots of laughsâ€•it's the Full series from #1 bestselling author Janet

Evanovich"Bursting with action, adventure, and amusement."â€•The Road to Romance Full Blast is

the fourth book in the Full Series from Janet Evanovich and Charlotte Hughes. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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â€œThoroughly enjoyable.â€• â€•Romance Junkies on Full Speedâ€œUproarious, amusing.â€•

â€•Midwest Book Reviewâ€œFast and furious and totally hilarious.â€• â€•Old Book Barn Gazette on

Full Tiltâ€œBursting with action, adventure, and amusement.â€• â€•The Road to Romance --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Dear Reader,Get ready to have the hottest time of your life with the sizzling duo of newspaper editor



Jamie Swift and mysterious millionaire Max Holt. My good friend Charlotte Hughes and I set out to

create a whole new world, separate from my Stephanie Plum novels, yet inhabited by the same kind

of zany, hilarious, and totally unique characters that we love. There's never a dull moment for the

residents of Beaumont, South Carolina. Lately, a heat wave's spiked the mercury-and everyone's

sex drive! These days, when Jamie runs into Max, it's all she can do not to tear his clothes off-and

the feeling is mutual. But trouble seems to follow Max like moths to a flame, and Jamie suspects

he's all wrong for her. Meanwhile, the lingerie shop is having a sale on edible underwear, while the

bakery's selling aphrodisiac-laced brownies and x-rated birthday cakes. Even Jamie's dog, Fleas, is

dodging passes from the amorous French poodle next door! But when someone starts bumping off

some of the town's more annoying citizens, all clues lead straight to the new personals section in

Jamie's newspaper. Pretty soon, things are getting hot and heavy, as Max and Jamie start

uncovering secrets-and undressing each other...So settle in with a tall, cool drink, and have fun with

Full Blast. We'll be back soon, with another steamy romantic adventure featuring Jamie and Max.

Happy reading!Janet and Charlotte "Two very powerful authors who are both extremely skilled at

creating books bursting with action, adventure and amusement, have paired up to create another

fast-paced, wacky novel filled with eccentric characters and southern ambience." -The Road to

Romance on Full Tilt --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

If you are expecting something along the lines of the Stephanie Plum series (which I adore), you will

be sorely disappointed. No edge or sass to these books whatsoever. Characters are boring and

one-dimensional. Sorry that I bought them.

Lived this one! Less typos than usual or I was so involved in the story I didn't notice.Looking forward

to the next one.

Excellent series by my favorite author. They will all Keep you laughing and wondering all the way to

the end!

This suspenseful book was difficult to put down. The characters are interesting, well defined and

believable. I highly recommend this book.

I purchased the Full Series which includes a total of6 books. I am a fan of Janet Evanovich,

Charlotte HughesThese books were a blast to read.Thank You Ladies



great

I was very disappointed in this book. The one preceding it was delightful. I couldn't wait to read the

entire series. But I will read no further. This book went too far in it's emphasis on "sexy" lingerie;

cakes in the shape of women's breasts; grownup women obsessed with small sizes (who became

pregnant) who sounded like 8-yr-olds when they didn't like something; a "psychic," with a silent

ghost partner; and other distractions from an otherwise readable story.

Loved it
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